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i.e., to allow market signals to influence agriculture production
and to es--ablish a 12air and market -oriented agricultural trading
system.

22. The achievement of this objective requires each of us to make
sLbstant_a?, progressive reductions in support and protection of
agriculture -- cover;ng internal regimes, market access, and export
subsidies -- and develop rules governing sanitary and phytosanitary
measures. Variaticns among countries in the mechanisms of
agricultural support reflect differences in the social and economic
conditions of farming. The negotiations on agriculture should
the_efore be conducted in a framework that includes a common
instrument of measurement, provides for commitments to be made in
an equitable way among all countries, and takes into account
concerns about food security. The framework should contain
specific assurances that, by appropriate use of the common measure
as well as other ways, participants would reduce not only internal
support but also export subsidies and import protection in a
related way.

23. Agreement on such a framework by the time of the July meeting
of the Trade Negotiations Co.mmittee is critical to the successful
completion of the Uruguay Round as a whole. Accordingly, we commend
to our negotiators the text submitted by the Chairman of the
Ag,icultural Negotiating Group as a means to intensify the
negotiat:.ons. We intend to maintain a high level of personal
involvement and to e:•:ercise the ?olitical leadership necessary to
ensure the successful outcome of these negotiations.

24. l.egot_ations on market access should achieve agreement on a
substantial and balanced package of measures. As regards textiles,
the objective is to liberalize the textile and clothing sector
through progressive dismantling of trade barriers and its
izmegration, under a precise timecable, into GATT on the basis of
strengthened GATT rules and disciplanes. -

25. Negot-ations on multilateral rules and disciplines should
strengthen GATT rules in areas such as safeguards, balance of
payments, r,-,les of origin, and updated disciplines for dumping and
antidumping measures. Concerning subsidies, rules are needed which
will effectively discipline domestic subsidies so as to avoid trade
distortions, competitive subsidization, and trade conflicts.
improved disciplines must also cover countervailing measures so
that they do not become barriers to trade.

26. As regards the new areas, the aim is to develop new rules and
procedures within the GATT Framework, including: a framework of
contractually enforceable rules to liberalize services trade, with
no sector e::cluded a priori; an agreement to reduce trade
distorting effects of t-ade-related investment measures; and an
agreement to provide for standards and effective enforcement of
all intellectual property rights.

27. A successful Uruguay Round is essential for industrialized and
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